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Abstract

We propose a method to extend an ML-style polymor-
phic language with transparent communication prim-
itives, and give their precise operational semantics.
These primitives allow any polymorphic programs de-
finable in ML to be used remotely in a manner com-
pletely transparent to the programmer. Furthermore,
communicating programs may be based on different ar-
chitecture and use different data representations.

We define a polymorphic functional calculus with
transparent communication primitives, which we call
dML, as an extension of Damas and Milner’s proof
system for ML. We then develop an algorithm to trans-
late dML to a “core” language containing only low-
level communication primitives that are readily imple-
mentable in most of distributed environments. To es-
tablish the type safety of communicating programs, we
define an operational semantics of the core language
and prove that the polymorphic type system of dML is
sound with respect to the operational semantics of the
translated terms of the core language.

1 Introduction

Constructing a distributed application is a difficult task.
Writing a communicating program requires complicated
code to interact with the system’s low-level communi-
cation primitives. Moreover, the data structures avail-
able for communication are rather limited and usually
do not match those required for the application. As

∗Appeared in Proceedings of 20th ACM POPL Symposium,
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a result, the programmer must encode necessary data
structures in primitive form. This situation is partic-
ularly unfortunate when the programmer cannot make
full use of statically checked polymorphic type systems,
most notably that of ML [MTH90]. If transparent com-
munication primitives were uniformly integrated in a
type system of a polymorphic programming language,
then development of a distributed application would be
significantly simpler and more reliable.

There are a number of models for distributed com-
putation [BST89]. For example, one may share a pri-
mary memory and other may be coupled with a special
programming language. Accordingly, there are various
approaches to designing a distributed programming lan-
guage. Our focus here is to develop a method to extend
a general-purpose programming language with trans-
parent communication primitives so that it can be used
in a wide range of distributed environments. In par-
ticular, we would like to use a distributed language in
a heterogeneous distributed environment, where proces-
sors with different architecture and different data repre-
sentations are connected by a communication network.
To achieve such generality, we minimize our assumption
on underlying operating system support for distributed
communication and assume that the data that can be
physically exchanged between processors are restricted
to atomic data. Typically, they are data of base types
such as integers or boolean values. Those data can be
easily encoded in a standard format and be safely trans-
mitted through communication networks. Our goal is
then to develop high-level transparent communication
primitives based on this very restrictive assumption.

One useful concept for designing such a language is re-
mote procedure call [BN84], which allows the program-
mer to use procedures (or functions) defined in a differ-
ent program session residing in a different site. The ad-
vantages of this mechanism have been widely recognized
and several distributed programming systems have been
implemented based on this mechanism (see [BST89] for
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a survey.) Unfortunately, however, this mechanism has
not yet been well integrated in type systems of program-
ming languages, and the types of functions that can
be called remotely are still very limited. Despite some
works [JR86, LBG+87, HS87] to extend this technique,
there seems to be no systematic method that achieves
transparent call of higher-order functions. Cooper and
Krumvieda [CK92] proposed distributed primitives for
Standard ML based on a form of remote procedure call
mechanism developed for C. They suggested certain de-
gree of remote access of polymorphic programs by giving
polymorphic types to their primitives. However, they
only gave an explanation of these primitives for the case
of a base type, and did not provide any account for the
cases of higher-order types or polymorphic types. To
the authors’ knowledge, there is no successful proposal
that achieves transparent call of polymorphic functions
in a heterogeneous distributed environment. Further-
more, there seems to be no formal attempt to establish
the type safety of a distributed language.

The goals of this paper are: (1) to extend an ML
style polymorphic language with transparent communi-
cation primitives, (2) to give their precise operational
semantics, and (3) to prove that our extension pre-
serves the soundness of the polymorphic type system
of ML, which guarantees the type safety of commu-
nicating programs. While we focus on one language,
namely ML, our method does not require communi-
cating programs to be written in the same language.
Since our method does not assume any data representa-
tion specific to ML, different languages, once extended
by our method, can exchange data to the extent that
the types of the data are representable in each of the
languages involved. The rationale of presenting our
method through ML is that its type system provides
various desirable features including higher-order func-
tions and polymorphism, and can serve as a model of
advanced type systems. Monomorphic portion of our
method, for example, can be used to extend other stat-
ically typed monomorphic languages.

We define a polymorphic language with transparent
communication primitives, which we call dML, as an
extension of Damas and Milner’s [DM82] proof system
for ML. In addition to ML term constructors, it con-
tains a declaration constructor:

export e as x

which makes the value e accessible from remote sites
through the name x, and a term constructor:

import x:σ in e end

which binds x in e to a remote datum of type σ (made
available by an export declaration). This syntactically
simple addition of export and import statements to
ML has a significant practical implication that it allows

the programmer to use remote data of any polymorphic
type σ in exactly the same way as one use polymorphic
programs by ML’s let binding. Developing a theoreti-
cally sound method to implement these statements con-
stitutes a major technical challenge which we claim has
never been successfully met. For example, how do we
export a polymorphic higher-order function to a remote
site that has different architecture? Our main technical
contribution is to establish one such method by develop-
ing an algorithm to translate dML to a “core” language
that can be implemented by using a conventional mech-
anism of remote procedure call as described in [BN84].
To verify the correctness of our translation and estab-
lish the type safety of dML, we define an operational
semantics of the core language and prove that dML
polymorphic type system is sound with respect to the
operational semantics of the translated term of the core
language.

In addition to transparent communication, there are
two important issues in distributed computation. They
are concurrency and recovery from failure. For the first
point, it is natural to couple communication with asyn-
chronous computation to exploit concurrency in dis-
tributed programming. However, since the primary pur-
pose of this paper is to give a systematic method for
transparent use of polymorphic programs between dif-
ferent systems, we will not deal with the issue of con-
currency and restrict our consideration to synchronous
communication in a simple client-server style model.
We believe that a mechanism of concurrency is mostly
orthogonal to a mechanism of transparent communica-
tion, and that our method can be combined with an
appropriate mechanism of concurrency control such as
[Rep91, BMT92] to design a concurrent distributed pro-
gramming language. For the second issue, although we
claim that the operational semantics of the core lan-
guage presented in this paper can be implemented in
most distributed environments, an actual implementa-
tion requires careful considerations of recovery from fail-
ure. Here we ignore this issue and assume that inter-
process communication is atomic and always succeeds.
We believe that existing approaches such as [CK92] can
be used to implement our core language.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
gives the definition of dML. Section 3 explains our
strategy. Section 4 defines the core language. Section 5
gives the translation algorithm. Section 6 defines an
operational semantics of the core language, and proves
the soundness of the type system of dML with respect
to the operational semantics of the translated terms.
Our method can be extended to deal with abstract data
types. Section 7 discuss this extension. Section 8 de-
scribes an application of our method to shared persis-
tent programming. By combining our method with dy-
namic types [ACPP91], it is possible to develop a per-
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sistent system that can be shared in a heterogeneous en-
vironment. Section 9 concludes the paper by discussing
topics of further investigations.

2 Definition of the Language
dML

As in [DM82], the set of types is divided into the set of
monotypes (ranged over by τ) and the set of polytypes
(ranged over by σ) given by the following abstract syn-
tax:

τ ::= t | b | τ → τ
σ ::= τ | ∀t.σ

where t stands for type variables and b for base types.
The set of raw terms is given by the syntax:

e ::= cb | x | λx.e | (e e)
| let x = e in e end
| import x:σ in e end

cb denotes constants of base type b. A top-level state-
ment of the language is either a closed term having a
closed type, or an export declaration of the form:

export e as x:σ

which allows the program e to be used remotely by the
name x of type σ. If the type specification “:σ” is omit-
ted, then the principal type of e is assumed. The identi-
fier x in import x:σ in M end plays double roles. It
is a variable bound in M to a remote program; it is also
an external name used to establish the binding of x to
a remote program made available by the export decla-
ration containing the same name x. For the simplicity,
we assume that an external name is unique in the entire
network.

The type system of this calculus is given by specifying
a set of rules to derive a typing of the form:

A > e : σ

where A is a type assignment, which is a function from
a finite set of variables to polytypes. Given a func-
tion A, we write A{x 7→ σ} for the function A′ such
that domain(A′) = domain(A) ∪ {x}, and for any
y ∈ domain(A′) if y = x then A′(y) = σ, otherwise
A′(y) = A(y). The set of typing rules is given in Fig-
ure 1. In (tapp), the notation σ[τ/t] denotes the type
obtained from σ by substituting each occurrence of t
with τ (with the necessary bound type variable renam-
ing.) In (export), an export statement is not a term
but a declaration, whose effect is a modification of a
network wide name binding.

Note that the rule (import) allows transparent use of
remote data: in the body e of import x:σ in e end

(const) A > cb : b

(var) A > x : σ if x ∈ domain(A),A(x) = σ

(abs)
A{x 7→ τ1} > e : τ2

A > λx.e : τ1 → τ2

(app)
A > e1 : τ1 → τ2 A > e2 : τ1

A > (e1 e2) : τ2

(tabs)
A > e : σ
A > e : ∀t.σ if t does not appear in A

(tapp)
A > e : ∀t.σ
A > e : σ[τ/t]

(let)
A > e1 : σ A{x 7→ σ} > e2 : τ
A > let x = e1 in e2 end : τ

(import)
A{x 7→ σ} > e : τ
A > import x:σ in e end : τ

(export) export e as x:σ is well typed
if ∅ > e : σ is derivable

Figure 1: dML Type System

the identifier x can be used as an ordinary expression
of type σ without any restriction. As a simple example,
one site may define a function and make it available to
remote sites by an export declaration, as in:

export λf.λx.(f (f x)) as TWICE

A program in a different site can use this function, as
in:

import TWICE : ∀t.(t → t) → t → t in
let addone = λx.x + 1 in

((TWICE addone) 3)
end

end

2.1 Type Inference and Explicitly
Typed Terms

The type system of dML is essentially the same as that
of the Damas-Milner system, and Milner’s [Mil78] algo-
rithm W can be used to infer a principal type of any
typable raw term. The following property was shown in
[DM82].

Theorem 1 (Damas-Milner) There is an algorithm
W which, given A and e, returns either a pair (θ, τ) of
a substitution θ and a monotype τ , or failure such that
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(1) if it returns (θ, τ) then θ(A) > e : τ is derivable
and for any A′ and σ′ if A′ > e : σ′ then there is some
substitution θ′ such that A′(x) = θ′(θ(A(x))) for all x ∈
domain(A), and σ is a generic instance of θ′(σ′) where
σ′ is the closure of τ with respect to the type assignment
θ(A), and (2) if W returns failure then there is no θ′

and σ′ such that θ′(A) > e : σ′.

As shown by Mitchell and Harper [MH88], the algo-
rithm can be extended to infer an explicitly typed term
corresponding to a typing derivation constructed dur-
ing a type inference process. This extension is useful to
define a translation algorithm in Section 5. The explic-
itly typed dML contains the following set of explicitly
typed terms:

M ::= (cb:b) | x | λx:τ.M | (M M)
| λt.M | (M τ)
| let x:σ = M in M end
| import x:σ in M end

and export declarations of the form:

export M as x:σ

λt.M is type abstraction and (M τ) is type applica-
tion. The typing rules for the explicitly typed dML
are obtained form those of dML by replacing the term
of the conclusion in the rules (abs), (tabs), (tapp), and
(let) with the corresponding explicitly typed term. For
example, rule (tabs) becomes:

(tabs)
A > M : σ
A > λt.M : ∀t.σ if t not appear in A

The type erasure er(M) of an explicitly typed term M is
the raw term obtained from M defined by the following
rules:

er((cb:b)) = cb

er(x) = x

er(λx : τ.M) = λx.er(M)
er((M1 M2)) = (er(M1) er(M2))

er(λt.M) = er(M)
er((M τ)) = er(M)

er(let x:σ = M1 in M2 end)
= let x = er(M1) in er(M2) end

er(import x:σ in M end)
= import x:σ in er(M) end

er(export M as x:σ)
= export er(M) as x:σ

Theorem 2 (Mitchell-Harper) For any raw term e,
if A > e : σ then there is an explicitly typed term M
such that er(M) = e and A >M : σ is derivable in the
explicit calculus. Furthermore, M can be constructed
efficiently from a derivation of A > e : σ.

Combining these two theorems, we can extend Milner’s
algorithm W so that it infers from a given raw term its
principal typing and the corresponding explicitly typed
term. Later we make use of this to construct a transla-
tion algorithm from dML to the core language.

3 Strategy for Defining a Se-
mantics of dML

We aim to develop an algorithm to translate dML to
the core language. One role of the core language is
to define a precise operational semantics of dML. The
second is to provide an effective algorithm to implement
dML for a wide range of distributed environments. To
achieve the second goal, we need to make assumptions
about communication mechanisms available in most dis-
tributed environments.

We require data that can be transmitted between sites
to have a communication type, which is either a base
type in canonical representation (denoted by b) or an
identifier type (denoted by id(σ)). A value of type b is
a value of type b encoded in common data format sup-
ported by the underlying communication protocol. A
value of id(σ) is an identifier of a value of type σ. Iden-
tifiers can be any fixed length data and they are treated
as atomic data during communication. They will never
be interpreted in a remote system. An identifier sent
from a remote system is used only as an argument to
the primitive of remote function application described
below. For communication, we assume that the under-
lying system provides the following mechanisms:

1. a network-wide name server to bind a name to a
remote datum of a communication type, and

2. a mechanism to apply a remote function (passed
as an identifier from a remote site) to a value of
a communication type, and to receive the result
which must also have a communication type.

With the restriction on types of data, these primitives
are implementable in most distributed systems. In par-
ticular, the mechanism of applying remote functions can
be implemented by the standard remote procedure call
mechanism [BN84].

Under these assumptions, we develop an algorithm to
translate export and import statements into terms of
the core language. The idea is to define for each type σ,
the communication type C(σ) representing σ, and then
define an “encoder” and “decoder” pair for each type σ
that encodes values of type σ into values of type C(σ)
and decodes values of type remote(C(σ)) back to values
of type σ. Type remote(C(σ)) denotes values of type
C(σ) created in and passed from a (possibly) different
site.
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For a base type b, we assume that primitive func-
tions encoderb and decoderb to convert data formats
are supplied by the system. For a function f of type
τ1 → τ2, the encoding is done at the exporting site
by creating an identifier of a new function F of type
remote(C(τ1)) → C(τ2) from f . Function F first de-
codes its argument of type remote(C(τ1)) to get a value
of type τ1, then applies the given function f to it, finally
encodes the result of the application in type C(τ2). At
the importing site, the corresponding decoding is done
by creating a new function G of type τ1 → τ2 from
the identifier of F passed from the exporting site. The
function G first encodes the given argument of type τ1

into type C(τ1), then invokes the remote function call
mechanism to apply F to the encoded argument and
receives the result of type C(τ2), and finally decodes
the result to get a value of type τ2. Creating this new
function G achieves the semantics of “importing” the
original function f without physically transmitting f .
We extend this encoding/decoding to arbitrarily higher
monotypes by inductively applying the above described
process. This extension is a special case of a general
technique of lifting properties on base types to higher
types. For example, Leroy’s [Ler92] algorithm for elim-
inating redundant pointer creation in a functional cal-
culus has a similar structure. The process of generat-
ing encoder and decoder for higher-order functions can
also be regarded as a systematic refinement of an ad-hoc
method of “stub generation” for remote procedure call
described in [BN84]. Since types are inferred statically,
it is possible for the translator to create these encoders
and decoders at compile-time.

Dealing with polymorphic functions requires mecha-
nisms for remote type application and for creating an
encoder/decoder pair at the time of type instantiation.
To represent remote type application, we define the core
language to have explicit type abstraction and type ap-
plication. A polymorphic function is represented as a
function that takes a monotype and returns a func-
tion. Remote type application can be done by a mecha-
nism similar to remote function application by allowing
ground monotypes to be passed through a communica-
tion network. Passing only ground types is sufficient
since, under our assumption that a top level statement
is a term having a closed type, type variables in a poly-
morphic type are fully instantiated with ground mono-
types in a local site before it is executed. Since ground
monotypes can be easily represented by a basic data
structure, this extension does not require any special
mechanism of the underlying system. To create an ap-
propriate encoder and decoder at the time of type in-
stantiation, we introduce two polymorphic combinators:

poly-encoder : ∀t.t → c(t)
poly-decoder : ∀t.remote(c(t)) → t

where c(· · ·) is a communication type constructor. The
type system of the core language is defined in such a way
that the appropriate equality holds for c to ensure that
c(τ) = C(τ) for any monotype τ . At evaluation, terms
(poly-encoder δ) and (poly-decoder δ) are reduced
to the encoder and decoder for ground monotype δ re-
spectively, whose structures are described above.

We define the core language so that for any type
σ, the corresponding encoder and decoder are already
lambda-definable. We then develop an algorithm to
translate dML to the core language. The algorithm
must insert appropriate lambda terms representing nec-
essary encoders/decoders of appropriate types. It also
inserts type abstraction and type application for poly-
morphic expressions to be exported and imported prop-
erly. This process requires precise type information of
expressions involving communication. The necessary
type information is obtained by dML’s polymorphic
type inference system. Thus the translation algorithm
functions as follows:

1. to construct an explicitly typed term by an ex-
tended type inference algorithm, and

2. from the explicitly typed term, to generate the
translated term in the core language.

Finally, we prove that the polymorphic typing is sound
with respect to the semantics resulting from this trans-
lation.

4 The Core Language

The types of the core language are given by the following
abstract syntax:

ρ ::= t | b | b | ρ → ρ | id(ρ) | c(ρ) | remote(ρ)
π ::= ρ | ∀t.π | id(π) | remote(π)

The previous section explained b, id(π) c(ρ), and
remote(π). We restrict type variables of the core lan-
guage to range only over the set of monotypes of dML.
For the type constructor c, the following equality holds:

c(b) = b

c(τ1 → τ2) = id(remote(c(τ1)) → c(τ2))

In what follows, we consider types as equivalence classes
of this equality. A canonical representation of an equiv-
alence class is a type satisfying the property that if it
contains c(τ) then τ is a type variable. Among the
types, we identify the following subsets as communica-
tion types:

ξ ::= c(t) | b | id(ξ → ξ) | remote(ξ)
µ ::= ξ | id(∀t.µ) | remote(µ)
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Since type variables range only over monotypes of dML,
for any communication type µ and for any dML mono-
type τ , µ[τ/t] is also a communication type.

The core language contains the set of raw terms:

M ::= (c : π) | x | λx:ρ.M | (M M)
| λt.M | (M τ)
| let x:π = e in M end
| makeid(M) | [M M] | [M τ]
| import x:remote(µ) in M end

and the declarations of the form:

export M as x:µ

(c : π) stands for typed constants, [M M] for remote
function application, [M τ] for remote type applica-
tion, and makeid(M) for identifier creation. The con-
stants of the language include the following:

• (cb:b)
atomic constants,

• (cb:b)
atomic constants in canonical form,

• (encoderb:b → b)
encoders for atomic values,

• (decoderb:remote(b) → b)
decoders for atomic values,

• (poly-encoder:∀t.t → c(t))
the polymorphic encoder, and

• (poly-decoder:∀t.remote(c(t)) → t)
the polymorphic decoder.

Figure 2 shows the set of typing rules of the core lan-
guage. The first seven rules (rules from (const) through
(let)) are the same as those of the explicitly typed dML.
Rules (Rapp), (Rtapp), (import) and (export) are those
for inter-process communications. Rule (Rapp) states
that remote function application [M1 M2] is well typed
if M1 is an identifier of a function in a foreign site whose
type is remote(ξ1) → ξ2, and the second argument M2

has the type ξ1. The result has type remote(ξ2) and not
ξ2 itself, since it is a value of type ξ2 sent by a foreign
site. Rule (Rtapp) is for remote type application. In
(export), an export statement is not a term but a dec-
laration whose effect is to modify a network wide name
binding. In these rules, note the restriction that some
types must be communication types indicated by the
usage of µ and ξ instead of π and ρ. By this restriction,
the type system statically enforces the restriction that
only data of communication types are being exchanged
between processes. Also note that type variables in the
core language ranges over monotypes of dML, which is
indicated by the usage of τ in rules (tapp) and (Rtapp).

(const) A > (c : π) : π

(var) A > x : π if x ∈ domain(A),A(x) = π

(abs)
A{x 7→ ρ1} > M : ρ2

A > λx.M : ρ1 → ρ2

(app)
A > M1 : ρ1 → ρ2 A > M2 : ρ1

A > (M1 M2) : ρ2

(tabs)
A > M : π
A > λt.M : ∀t.π if t not appear in A

(tapp)
A > M : ∀t.π
A > (M τ) : π[τ/t]

(let)
A > M1 : π A{x 7→ π} > M2 : ρ
A > let x:π = M1 in M2 end : ρ

(makeid)
A > M : π
A > makeid(M) : id(π)

(Rapp)
A > M1 : remote(id(remote(ξ1) → ξ2))
A > M2 : ξ1

A > [M1 M2] : remote(ξ2)

(Rtapp)
A > M : remote(id(∀t.µ))
A > [M τ] : remote(µ[τ/t])

(import)
A{x 7→ remote(µ)} > M : ρ
A > import x:remote(µ) in M end : ρ

(typeeq)
A > M : ρ ρ = ρ′

A > M : ρ′

(export) export M as x:µ is well typed
if ∅ > M : µ is derivable for some closed µ.

Figure 2: The Type System of the Core Language
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5 The Translation

We first develop an algorithm to translate explicitly
typed terms of dML (as defined in Section 2.1) to the
core language and then extend the algorithm for the
implicit calculus of dML.

For any polytype σ of dML, the communication type
C(σ) representing σ in the core language is defined as
follows:

C(b) = b

C(t) = c(t)
C(τ1 → τ2) = id(remote(C(τ1)) → C(τ2))

C(∀t.σ) = id(∀t.C(σ))

It is easy seen that for any σ, C(σ) is a communication
type.

The heart of the translation is the definitions of an
encoder and decoder for each type σ in dML. Given a
term M of type σ in the core language, we write Φ(σ,M)
for its “encoded” term in the core language. Given a
term M of type remote(C(σ)) in the core language, we
write Ψ(σ,M) for the “decoded” term in the core lan-
guage. Figure 3 gives the definitions for Φ(σ,M) and
Ψ(σ,M). It is easily seen that for any given term M in
the core language, Φ(σ,M) and Ψ(σ,M) are both terms
in the core language. Furthermore, they have expected
types:

Proposition 1 If A > M : σ is derivable in the core
language then so is A > Φ(σ,M) : C(σ).

If A > M : remote(C(σ)) is derivable in the core
language then so is A > Ψ(σ,M) : σ.

Proof outline This is proved by showing the two state-
ments simultaneously by induction on the structure of
σ. Here we only show the cases for τ1 → τ2.

For the first half of the simultaneous induction,
assume A > M : τ1 → τ2. Since C(τ1 →
τ2) = id(remote(C(τ1)) → C(τ2)) and x is fresh,
we have only to show A{x 7→ remote(C(τ1))} >
Φ(τ2, (M Ψ(τ1, x))) : C(τ2). By induction hypothe-
sis, A{x 7→ remote(C(τ1))} > Ψ(τ1, x) : τ1. By the
assumption on M , we have A{x 7→ remote(C(τ1))} >
(M Ψ(τ1, x)) : τ2. Then again by induction
hypothesis, we have A{x 7→ remote(C(τ1))} >
Φ(τ2, (M Ψ(τ1, x))) : C(τ2), as desired.

For the other half of the simultaneous induction, as-
sume A >M : remote(C(τ1 → τ2)). Since x is fresh, by
induction hypothesis we have A{x 7→ τ1} > Φ(τ1, x) :
C(τ1). Since C(τ1 → τ2) = id(remote(C(τ1)) → C(τ2)),
by the assumption on M and the rule (Rtapp) we
have A{x 7→ τ1} > [M Φ(τ1, x)] : remote(C(τ2)).
Then again by induction hypothesis, we have A{x 7→
τ1} > Ψ(τ2, [M Φ(τ1, x)]) : τ2. The desired result fol-
lows from rule (abs).

Note that an explicitly typed term of dML is also a
term in the core language. Then, using these encoders
and decoders, we can define a translation algorithm that
translates an explicitly typed term of dML to a terms
of the core language. The translation algorithm is given
in Figure 4. For this translation, the following property
hold.

Theorem 3 If A >M : σ is derivable in the explicitly
typed version of dML then A >T R(M) : σ is derivable
in the core language.

Proof outline This is proved by induction on the
structure of M using Proposition 1.

Since dML has a type inference algorithm that can
also infer an explicitly typed term as shown in Theo-
rems 1 and 2, a complete translation algorithm of dML
to the core language is obtained by first applying an ex-
tended type inference algorithm to obtain an explicitly
typed term and then applying the translation algorithm
to get a term of the core language. Such algorithm can
be easily defined as an extension of the algorithm W.
Figure 5 shows examples of the translation.

6 Operational Semantics and
Soundness of Type System

This section defines an operational semantics of dML
and establishes that the dML polymorphic type system
is sound with respect to the semantics. Since we have
an algorithm to translate dML to the core language, we
only need to give an operational semantics of the core
language. The semantics of a dML term is defined to
be the operational semantics of the translated term of
the core language.

6.1 Operational Semantics of the Core
Language

The semantics is given in the style of [Tof88] by defining
a set of rules to reduce terms to canonical values (ranged
over by v). To give a precise account for communication
primitives, we need to deal explicitly with the notion of
multiple sites. We use α, β, . . . for variables ranging
over site identifiers. The set of canonical values is given
by the following syntax:

v ::= c | closure(E,T,x,M)
| Tclosure(E,T,t,M) | id(α,v) | wrong

where c stands for the constants of the language;
closure(E,T,x,M) is a function closure where E is
a variable environment mapping a finite set of variables
to canonical values and T is a type environment map-
ping a finite set of type variables to ground monotypes of

7



Φ(b,M) = (encodeb M)

Φ(τ1 → τ2,M) = makeid(λx:remote(C(τ1)).(Φ(τ2, (M Ψ(τ1, x))))) (x fresh)
Φ(t, e) = ((poly-encoder t) M)

Φ(∀t.σ,M) = makeid(λt.Φ(σ, (M t))) (t not appear elsewhere)

Ψ(b, e) = (decoderb M)

Ψ(τ1 → τ2,M) = λx:τ1.(Ψ(τ2, [M Φ(τ1, x)])) ( x fresh)
Ψ(t, e) = ((poly-decoder t) M)

Ψ(∀t.σ,M) = λt.Ψ(σ, [M t]) (t not appear elsewhere)

Figure 3: Definitions of Encoders and Decoders

T R(x) = x

T R(λx:τ.M) = λx:τ.T R(M)
T R((M1 M2)) = (T R(M1) T R(M2))

T R(λt.M) = λt.T R(M)
T R((M τ)) = (T R(M) τ)

T R(let x:σ = M1 in M2 end) = let x:σ = T R(M1) in T R(M2) end

T R(import x:remote(σ) in M end) = import x:remote(C(σ)) in

let x:σ = Ψ(σ, x) in T R(M) end

end

T R(export M as x:σ) = export Φ(σ, T R(M)) as x:C(σ)

Figure 4: Translation Algorithm from dML to the Core Language
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T R(export λx.(x + 1) as ADDONE)
= export

makeid(λa:remote(int).(encoderint((λx:int.(x + 1)) (decoderint a))))
as ADDONE : id(remote(int) → int)

T R(import ADDONE:int → int in (ADDONE 3) end)
= import ADDONE:remote(id(remote(int) → int)) in

let
addone:int → int = λa:int.(decoderint [ADDONE (encoderint a)])

in
(addone 3)

end
end

T R(export λx.x as ID)
= export

makeid(λt.makeid(λa:remote(c(t)).((poly-encoder t)
(((λt’.λx:t’.x) t) ((poly-decoder t) a)))

as ID:id(∀t.id(remote(c(t)) → c(t)))

T R(import ID:∀t.t → t in (ID 3) end)
= import ID : remote(id(∀t.id(remote(c(t)) → c(t)))) in

let
id = λt.λa:t.((poly-decoder t) [[ID t] ((poly-encoder t) a)])

in
((id int) 3)

end
end

Figure 5: Examples of Translation
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dML; Tclosure(E,T,t,M) is a closure corresponding
to type abstraction; id(α, v) is an identifier of v created
in the site α; and wrong represents runtime type error.

We also need to assume a network wide mapping of
names to values as a model of a name server. For this,
we use a global variable S maintaining a mapping of the
form {x 7→ v, . . .} where x is an identifier specified in an
export statement and accessed in import statements.

We use δ as a variable ranging over the following set
of ground monotypes:

δ ::= b | δ → δ

The operational semantics is then defined by specify-
ing the set of rules of the following form for each term
constructor:

α ` E, T, M =⇒ v

which intuitively means that “in site α, M is reduced
to v under the value environment E, and the type en-
vironment T .” The set of reduction rules are shown in
Figure 6. If none of the rule applies then the reduction
terminates with wrong. The rules from (13) through
(16) involve inter-process communication. Rules (13)
and (14) involve reductions in different site, which is
indicated by site id β different from α in the conclu-
sion. Rule (15) accesses the network wide binding S
and rule (16) modifies this binding. To emphasize that
these rules involve communication, we use double lines
to separate premises and the conclusion in these rules.

6.2 Soundness of the Type System

Since we have shown that the translation preserves typ-
ing (Theorem 3), the soundness of dML is established
by showing the soundness of the polymorphic type sys-
tem of the core language with respect to the operational
semantics defined above.

To do this, we first define types of canonical values.
Canonical values always have a closed type. We let η
and γ range over closed monotypes and closed polytypes
of the core language respectively. We also use the no-
tation γ[ ] for a ground type with “hole”s in it and γ[τ ]
for a type obtained by replacing each hole in γ[ ] with
τ . We write α |= v : γ if v has the type γ in site α.
The set of rules to determine types of canonical values
is given in Figure 7. In the rule for Tclosure, note that
t in ∀t.σ range only over monotypes of dML.

For two programs to communicate properly, they
must be properly “linked” and “initialized”. In our
model, this requirement corresponds to requiring the
property:

for each import x:remote(µ) in M , there
must be the corresponding export declara-
tion export M as x:µ with the same type
µ, and this export declaration must be evalu-

• α |= cγ : γ

• α |= closure(E,T,x,M) : η1 → η2

if for any v such that α |= v : η1, if α ` E{x 7→
v}, T,M =⇒ v′ then α |= v′ : η2.

• α |= Tclosure(E,T,t,M) : ∀t.γ[t]
if for any δ if α ` E, T{t 7→ δ},M =⇒ v′ then
α |= v′ : γ[δ].

• α |= id(α,v′) : id(γ) if α |= v′ : γ.

• α |= v : remote(γ)
if γ is a communication type and β |= v : γ for
some β.

Figure 7: Types of Canonical Values

ated before corresponding import statements
are evaluated.

We assume this property.
We say that an environment E respects a type as-

signment A in site α under a type environment T , writ-
ten E, T |=α A, if domain(E) ⊇ domain(A) and for
any x ∈ domain(A), T (A(x)) is a ground type and
α |= E(x) : T (A(x)).

Theorem 4 If A >M : π is derivable in the core lan-
guage then for any type environment T and for any envi-
ronment E such that E, T |=α A, if α ` E, T, M =⇒ v
then α |= v : T (π)

Proof outline To deal with the cases involving import
which depends on the corresponding export declara-
tion, and poly-encoder, poly-decoder combinators
which dynamically generate a term and reduces it, the
proof proceeds by a double induction. The outer in-
duction is on the import degree defined as follows. For
term import x:π in M , its import degree is one plus
the sum of the import degrees of M and M ′ where M ′

is the term in the corresponding export declaration.
For a term other than import · · ·, its import degree
is the sum of the import degrees of its subterms. Un-
der our assumption that programs are “properly linked”
stated above, this measure is well defined. The inner
induction is on the complexity measure of the lexico-
graphical pairing of the number of poly-encoders and
poly-decoders, and the size of the term. The proof pro-
ceeds by cases with respect to the structure of terms,
using the inductive argument.

Here we only show some cases involving communica-
tions.

The case for [M1 M2]: assume that A >[M1 M2] :
remote(ξ1). By the typing rules, we must have:

10



(1) α ` E, T, x =⇒ E(x) if x ∈ domain(E), E(x) = v

(2) α ` E, T, c =⇒ c

(3) α ` E, T, λx:ρ.M =⇒ closure(E,T,x,M)

(4)
α ` E, T, M =⇒ v
α ` E, T, makeid(M) =⇒ id(α, v)

(5)
α ` E, T, M1 =⇒ encoderb α ` E, T, M2 =⇒ cb

α ` E, T, (M1 M2) =⇒ cb

(6) α ` E, T, M1 =⇒ decoderb α ` E, T, M2 =⇒ cb

α ` E, T, (M1 M2) =⇒ cb

(7)
α ` E, T, M1 =⇒ closure(E′,T ′,x,M ′

1) α ` E, T, M2 =⇒ v α ` E′{x 7→ v}, T ′,M ′
1 =⇒ v′

α ` E, T, (M1 M2) =⇒ v′

(8) α ` E, T, λt.M =⇒ Tclosure(E,T,t,M)

(9)
α ` E, T, M =⇒ poly-encoder α ` E, T, λx:T (τ).Φ(T (τ), x) =⇒ v (x fresh)

α ` E, T, (M τ) =⇒ v

(10)
α ` E, T, M =⇒ poly-decoder α ` E, T, λx:remote(C(T (τ))).Ψ(T (τ), x) =⇒ v (x fresh)

α ` E, T, (M τ) =⇒ v

(11)
α ` E, T, M =⇒ Tclosure(E′,T ′,t,M ′) α ` E′, T ′{t 7→ T (τ)},M ′ =⇒ v

α ` E, T, (M τ) =⇒ v

(12)
α ` E, T, M1 =⇒ v α ` E{x 7→ v}, T,M2 =⇒ v′

α ` E, T, let x:π = M1 in M2 end =⇒ v′

(13)

α ` E, T, M1 =⇒ id(β,closure(E′,T ′,x,M ′))
α ` E, T, M2 =⇒ v1

β ` E′{x 7→ v1}, T ′,M ′ =⇒ v2

α ` E, T, [M1 M2] =⇒ v2

if v1, v2 are either of the form id(· · ·) or cb

(14)
α ` E, T, M =⇒ id(β,Tclosure(E′,T ′,t,M ′))
β ` E′, T ′{t 7→ T (τ)},M ′ =⇒ v

α ` E, T, [M τ] =⇒ v

if v is either of the form id(· · ·) or cb

(15)
α ` E{x 7→ S(x)}, T, M =⇒ v

α ` E, T, import x:remote(µ) in M end =⇒ v

(16)
α ` E, T, M =⇒ v

export M as x:µ is evaluated successfully at α under E, T with the effect of S := S{x 7→ v}

Figure 6: Operational Semantics of the Core Language (I)
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A > M1 : remote(id(remote(ξ2) → ξ1)) and A >
M2 : ξ2, for some communication type ξ2. By in-
duction hypothesis, if α ` E, T, M1 =⇒ v1 then
α |= v1 : remote(id(remote(T (ξ2)) → T (ξ1))), and
if α ` E, T, M2 =⇒ v2 then α |= v2 : T (ξ2).
By the definition of the communication types and the
typing of canonical values, the only values having a
type of the form remote(id(remote(T (ξ2)) → T (ξ1)))
are values of the form id(β,closure(E′,T ′,x,M ′)).
Thus we have v1 = id(β,closure(E′,T ′,x,M ′)), and
β |= closure(E′,T ′,x,M ′) : remote(T (ξ2)) → T (ξ1).
Since α |= v2 : T (ξ2), β |= v2 : remote(T (ξ2)).
Then by the definition of the typing of closure(· · ·), if
β ` E′{x 7→ v2}, T ′,M ′ =⇒ v3 then β |= v3 : T (ξ1),
and therefore α |= v3 : remote(T (ξ1)). Since v2 and
v3 have a communication type, they are either cb or a
value of the form id(· · ·). Then the desired property
follows from reduction rule (13).

The case for import x:remote(µ) in M1: assume
that A > import x:remote(µ) in M1 : ρ. By our as-
sumption that terms are “properly linked” stated ear-
lier, we must have a declaration export M2 as x:µ.
By the typing rules, ∅ > M2 : µ. By our as-
sumption that programs are properly “initialized”,
export M2 as x:µ must be evaluated at some site β,
before import x:remote(µ) in M1 is evaluated. By
our definition, the complexity of the term M2 is strictly
smaller than that of import x:remote(µ) in M1.
Then since E, T |=β ∅, by the reduction rule (16)
and the induction hypothesis, the network wide value
mapping S satisfies the property that β |= S(x) :
T (µ). Since T (µ) is a communication type, α |=
S(x) : remote(T (µ)). By the typing rules, A{x 7→
remote(µ)} > M1 : ρ. Then the desired property fol-
lows by the induction hypothesis and the reduction rule
(15).

Since wrong has no type, we have the following desired
result.

Corollary 1 A typechecked program in the core lan-
guage does not create a run time type error.

By combining this with Theorem 3, we have the fol-
lowing desired property:

Corollary 2 (Soundness of dML Type System)
Suppose A >e : σ is derivable in dML. Let Me be the
term of the core language obtained from e by the trans-
lation algorithm. Then for any T , for any E such that
E, T |=α A, if α ` E, T, Me =⇒ v then α |= v : T (σ).

In particular, if e is closed, then we have ∅ > e : γ,
and if α ` ∅, ∅,Me =⇒ v then α |= v : γ.

7 Abstract Data Types and
Treatment of References

Herlihy and Liskov [HL82] considered the problem of
using abstract data types remotely and proposed a so-
lution. In their method, the programmer is required to
define, for each abstract data type definition, a canon-
ical representation together with the way data should
be transmitted. Our method provides an alternative
way to handle abstract data types (as well as other
data structures) by exporting functions to manipulate
them. The only assumption we need is that an abstract
data type is implemented by a set of functions. This
notion of abstract types, although somewhat different
from “abstract types as existential types” as developed
in [MP88], is adopted by many of the currently imple-
mented systems including Standard ML. To extend the
translation, we have only to extend our definition of
C(τ) to abstract data types as follows:

C(τ) = id(τ) if τ is an abstract type

Since values of type id(τ) is always an identifier, the
translated abstract values can be safely sent to the re-
mote system. This situation is the same as the case for
higher-order functions.

So far we have only considered data types that have
purely functional semantics. Non-functional types such
as reference types as implemented in Standard ML
[MTH90] are also very useful for some applications, and
we would like to extend our method to allow remote
manipulation of references. Such extension should be
particularly useful for distributed programming involv-
ing large data such as dictionaries, only part of which
are accessed and modified. Since a reference type can
be regarded as another abstract data type specified by
the operations to create, de-reference and modify a ref-
erence, it is possible to extend the core language and
our translation with references based on the strategy for
handling abstract data types explained above. However,
it is well known that the operational semantics of refer-
ences is not compatible with ML-style polymorphic type
system and the type system of dMLcannot be directly
extended to references. Solutions have been proposed
in [Tof88, Mac88]. They differ in details but they are
both based on the idea that the type system restricts
substitution on type variables in reference types in such
a way that references created by a polymorphic func-
tions have a monomorphic type. A special case of their
solutions is to restrict the reference type constructor to
take only a ground monotype. For this restricted case,
it is fairly obvious that our method can be extended
with references. We conjecture that our translation and
the soundness result can also be extended to both of
type systems proposed in [Tof88, Mac88]. We leave a
full treatment of reference types to future investigation.
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8 Application to Shared Persis-
tent Store

One important application of our method is to develop
a persistent store that can be shared by many users in
a heterogeneous environment. During the research and
experimentation of persistent programming languages,
most notably PS-algol [ABC+83], the technique to ac-
cess external persistent data has been established. How-
ever, the techniques so far proposed are limited to a
single language system; persistent data must be created
and accessed by a single presupposed programming sys-
tem. As we argued in [KO92], for persistent program-
ming to become a viable approach to represent a shared
external database system, we must break this restriction
and to generalize this mechanism to a heterogeneous
environment. Since our method of transparent commu-
nication allows different programming systems to ex-
change data, it can be used to develop such a shared
persistent system.

As observed by Abadi et.al. [ACPP91], external data
can be introduced in a static type system by the mech-
anism of dynamic types. A type system with dynamic
types contains a special constant type called Dynamic.
A runtime object of type Dynamic can be understood
as a pair consisting of a value and its type (or more pre-
cisely a type description.) A possible operations on val-
ues of type Dynamic is to inspect its type component
and to bind a variable of that type to its value com-
ponent. Since values of type Dynamic contains their
types, they can be safely exported to an external store
and later be retrieved and used in a static type sys-
tem. The recent studies [LM91, ACPR92] showed that
the mechanism of dynamic types can be extended to
polymorphic languages. When we combine this mech-
anism with our mechanism of transparent communica-
tion, then we can achieve a persistent system that can
be shared in a heterogeneous environment.

In an explicitly typed version of dML, type Dynamic
can be introduced by the typing rule:

(dynamic)
A > M : σ (σ closed)
A > dynamic(M:σ) : Dynamic

As an elimination operation, instead of introducing the
flexible typecase statement, here we only consider the
following simpler coercion statement:

(coerce)
A > M : Dynamic
A > coerce(σ,M) : σ

which raises runtime exception when the type compo-
nent of M is not σ. Introduction of typecase does not
have additional difficulty.

To make values of type Dynamic shareable by dif-
ferent language systems, in the core language we re-

strict types of expressions that can be injected to type
Dynamic to have a communication type. The terms
dynamic(M:σ) and coerce(σ,M) are translated to
the core language with this restricted Dynamic by the
following rules:

T R(dynamic(M:σ))
= dynamic(Φ(σ,M):C(σ))

T R(coerce(σ,M))
= Ψ(σ, coerce(remote(C(σ)),M))

Type constructor remote in this context denotes the
fact that the value may be created by a different lan-
guage system. By this translation, a value is “encoded”
and injected to type Dynamic, and later in a different
language system it is projected to a static type and then
“decoded” and used.

By combining a polymorphic type system for
database programming such as the one developed in
[BO92], we hope that this extension will provide a basis
for representing shared database systems in a polymor-
phic language.

9 Conclusions and Further In-
vestigations

We have presented a method to extend an ML-style
polymorphic language with transparent communication
primitives. These primitives allow programs of any ML
types to be used remotely. Moreover, the necessary
inter-process communication is completely transparent
to the programmer. We have achieved this by devel-
oping a translation method for such a language to a
more primitive “core” language containing only low-
level inter-process communication mechanisms. We es-
tablish the type safety of our method by defining a pre-
cise operational semantics and proving that ML style
polymorphic type system is sound with respect to the
semantics. Since the core language we defined is read-
ily implementable using a standard technique of remote
procedure calls, the presented method can be incorpo-
rated in an existing statically typed language. In partic-
ular, we believe it not hard to implement a distributed
extension of Standard ML by incorporating our trans-
lation algorithm in the front-end of the compiler and
using some of available RPC toolkits in the runtime
system. Such a system enables us to write a com-
plex distributed application in a comfortably abstract
manner. Real client-server applications require complex
communication sequences, typically nested callbacks in
the event-driven structure, and ML’s feature of poly-
morphic higher-order functions should be particularly
advantageous for writing such applications. Further-
more, the ability to communicate with other language
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systems will open up the possibility of extending a lan-
guage without modifying its compiler. For example, a
language can call existing libraries written in diverse
languages as far as they have suitable interface.

There are a number of ways to extend the idea pre-
sented in this paper. We conclude the paper by listing
some of topics for further investigations.

• Extensions of the Translation Scheme
One natural extension of our method is to extended
it for communication with a language based on
a different computational paradigm such as logic
programming or object-oriented programming. A
recent work by Lindstrom et.al. [LMO92] showed
that by using type information it is possible to
use a functional language from a logic program-
ming. Their mechanism is mostly dynamic but has
some similarity with ours in that a foreign func-
tion is passed as a form of an identifier and is
called according to its type information (obtained
by dynamic inspection). An interesting investiga-
tion related to their work is to ask how far can
we combine their work with our static analysis and
compilation? Another interesting investigation is
to consider polymorphic languages with subtyping
[CW85] and other object-oriented features.

• More Efficient Translation
The term generated by our translation algorithm
contains all the type abstraction and type applica-
tion inserted by the type inference process. For im-
plementation purpose, however, most of them are
unnecessary. We can refine our translation algo-
rithm to suppress unnecessary ones. The only nec-
essary type abstractions and type applications are
those that originate from σ in import x:σ · · · and
export e as x:σ. To generate only those neces-
sary type abstractions and type applications, we
“mark”, in the explicitly typed terms of dML,
the type variables, type abstraction and type ap-
plications that are related to types in export and
import statements. The type inference algorithm
can be refined so that it constructs explicitly typed
terms with those markings. The necessary tech-
nique is similar to that is needed to deal with eq-
types in Standard ML and are also regarded as a
simple case of kinded type abstraction presented in
[Oho92]. The translation algorithm can then be
changed so that it only produces type abstractions
and type applications for those marked ones.

• More on Correctness of the Translation
We have proved the soundness of dML type system
with respect to the operational semantics. This
provides a strong evidence that our translation cor-
rectly achieves the desired semantics of transparent
communication. It is desirable if we can also estab-

lish that the behavior of communicating programs
is essentially the same as that of the corresponding
single program. Intuitively, we would expect that
some relationship should hold between the seman-
tics of communicating programs of the form:

export M1 as x
import x:σ in M2

and that of the corresponding single program:

let x:σ = M1 in M2 end

Since our translation algorithm may insert ex-
tra lambda abstraction which may make a non-
terminating program terminating, we cannot hope
that the behavior of the two be exactly same. One
approach to establish a desirable relationship be-
tween the semantics of these corresponding pro-
grams might be to define a relation on the set of
canonical values, and to show that if evaluation of
the translated term of let x:σ = M1 in M2 end
yields a value v, then the evaluation of the trans-
lated term of import x:σ in M2 (which also in-
volves the evaluation of the translated term of
export M1 as x) yields a value v′ that is related
to v.

• Optimizations
A straightforward implementation of our scheme
causes inter-process communication for every ac-
cess to remote data. This is particularly problem-
atic when dealing with structured data represented
by abstract data types. We believe that a heuristic
method can be developed to reduce communication
cost. One possible approach would be to replicate
and cache remote data. The first time a remote
structured datum is accessed, the system sends a
copy of the datum to the importing site. At the
importing site, the system maintains the associa-
tion of an identifier of a remote datum and the
local copy of the datum. The subsequent access
to any parts of the datum can then be handled lo-
cally. Since data accesses in general have locality,
in many cases this may substantially improve the
runtime performance. However, copying a remote
datum may be problematic in such cases where the
datum is very large and only small parts of it are
accessed, or it contains mutable references. We re-
gard it an important future research to develop a
sound and systematic method to optimize accesses
of remote structured data.

With further efforts of efficient implementation, we
hope that the method presented here will provide a ba-
sis to develop a heterogeneous distributed programming
system.
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